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ADDENDUM NO. 1
TO
PROJECT NO. TMUA ES 2022-20 PLUMBING REPAIRS,
VARIOUS LOCATION IN THE CITY OF TULSA

This Addendum No. 1 consisting of (1) items, submitted by City of Tulsa, is hereby made a part
of the Contract Documents to the same extent as though it were originally included therein,
and shall supersede anything contained in the Plans and Specifications with which it might
conflict. **This entire Addendum shall be attached to the Index Sheet of the Contract
Documents, recorded on P-4 of the proposal, and submitted with bid. Failure to do so
shall result in the bid being deemed non-responsive.**

This Addendum No. 1 consists of the following:

1. **Pre-Bid Meeting No. 2:** Tuesday December 13, 2022 at 9:00 am.

2. **Bid Opening Date** changing from December 9, 2022 to **January 13, 2023.**

All other provisions of the Plans and Specifications shall remain in full force and effect.

**CITY OF TULSA**

Paul D. Zachary, P.E.
City Engineer
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